
Look at the new ISTVS, 

 

The International Society for Terrain-Vehicle Systems (ISTVS) has a long and strong history of providing 

expertise related to terramechanics.  With planetary rovers, autonomous ground vehicles (including 

military), Next Generation NATO Reference Mobility Model, sophisticated forestry equipment, advanced 

operatorless construction vehicles and auto guidance agricultural equipment, our expertise is needed 

more than ever.  That is why ISTVS has retooled to address these new areas.  We are reinventing 

ourselves to provide more benefits to our members.  In addition to our foundation in terramechanics 

principles, we have evolved and developed terramechanics expertise in DEM, stability and slip control, 

mobility sensors, machine learning and artificial intelligence, off-road safety and autonomous 

operations.  Our conferences reveal the latest advancements, and our website and documents hold the 

background needed for any project. 

We invite you to participate in our society.  Revisit the fundamentals and learn the new techniques for 

terrain-vehicle systems.  Membership includes access to the Journal of Terramechanics, ISTVS 

newsletter updates, and personal interactions with our membership active in terramechanics in 

numerous disciplines and applications across the globe 

 

The ISTVS website has been updated to include: 

1) direct access to the ISTVS membership directory, 

2) new ISTVS student membership rates 

3) a Job Board for terramechanics job and potential employee listings, 

5) website listing of terramechanics-related Research Opportunities 

6) development of the Resource Initiative that provides a source for curriculum material, terramechanics 

standards/terminology, videos, military applications of terramechanics and much more. 

7) updated material on the development of the Next Generation NRMM (NATO Reference Mobility 

Model),  

8) Updated ISTVS standards and references to other terramechanics-related Standards,  

And the website is growing.   

Our upcoming ISTVS meetings in Prague September 8-11, 2019 (with a pre-conference Professional 

Advancement Course September 7) and Montreal 2020 provide the opportunity to share and receive the 

latest terramechanics advancements. The Prague ISTVS Conference will have a special session on 

Terramechanics-based AI techniques and controls for autonomous mobility. 

 

This is an exciting time to be a terramechanics engineer.  Join us at https://www.istvs.org/application/ 

as we move forward. 

https://www.istvs.org/application/

